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Abstract. Recently, methods based on complex network theory have shown promise
for texture classification tasks. Most of them use global measures of complex networks
mapped from texture images to construct feature vectors. This paper presents a novel ap-
proach to represent textures as distributions of local measures of multiscale sub-networks
of the mapped complex networks. These local measures are called Words of Multiscale
Sub-Networks in this paper. Feature vectors are then composed by the words occurrence
with the Bag of Words framework. Therefore, the proposed approach is termed as BoW-
MSN: Bag of Words of Multiscale Sub-Networks. Experimental results using three real
texture data sets of different difficulties have demonstrated the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approach.
Keywords: Texture Classification, Complex Networks, Multiscale Sub-Networks, Bag
of Words

1. Introduction. Texture analysis is a basic issue in image processing and computer
vision. Although texture can be easily interpreted by humans, designing an automatic
tool to perform the same role is still a challenging task. Despite the importance for images,
there is no concise definition in literature to the term texture [1]. Fortunately, the absence
of a formal definition did not prevent the progress of the research. Many methods of
texture analysis have been developed over the years. Most of the existing texture analysis
approaches can be roughly divided into following categories: statistical analysis, e.g. co-
occurrence matrix [2, 3] and local binary pattern [4, 5]; spectral analysis such us Gabor
filters [6, 7] and wavelets [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]; model based analysis, e.g. Gaussian Markov
random fields model [13] and fractal geometry model [14, 15]; autonomous entity analysis,
e.g. deterministic tourist walks [16, 17, 19]. Recently, some works based on complex
networks theory has emerged [18, 19]. However, they extract global measurements from
the complex networks, which in some cases, is not effective in texture analysis. Scabini
et al. [20] used local information with the Bag of Words framework. However, they
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simply use each vertex as a ‘visual word’, which results in a very high computational cost.
Besides, seeing each vertex as independent may miss the local structural information
which is important to texture analysis.

The goal of texture analysis is to extract relevant features that present both local and
global information of the pixels, ensuring that the whole pattern is correctly represented.
Put another way, information of local parts in different scales is necessary to be extracted
from textures. In this context, this paper presents a novel approach for texture anal-
ysis, namely, Bag of Words of Multiscale Sub-Networks (BoW-MSN), which takes full
advantage of the local information in different scales. Instead of the texture images in
different resolutions, the ‘multiscale’ here refers to the different sizes of local parts. The
main idea is to build networks from images, and then use the Maximum Excluded Mass
Burning (MEMB) algorithm with different ‘burning radius’ to segment whole networks
into sets of sub-networks in different scales so that our BoW-MSN method could be apply
over them to generate multiscale features. Instead of global statistical measures from
complex networks [18, 19], multiscale measures are extracted to improve the robustness
and classification accuracy when both micro and macro textures [18] are present. These
multiscale measures are used to build a vocabulary of ‘sub-network words’ with a BoW
framework, and the feature vectors are composed by the sub-network words occurrence
in the complex networks. Results on three data sets of different difficulties have shown
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

2. Complex Network and Its Measurements. Complex network theory, which is
frequently applied to the fields of physics and sociology, is an intersection between graph
theory and statistics. Owning to its flexibility to model and express different kinds of prob-
lems, complex network theory has been gaining in popularity in a wide range. Usually
there are two main steps when using complex networks: modelling the problem as net-
works and extracting measurements from them. To build a complex network with N ver-
texes, a weighted and undirected graph G(V,E) is often defined, where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN}
is a set of vertices and E = {evi,vj |i 6= j} a set of edges with the weight w(evi,vj). In the
rest of this article, evi,vj and w(evi,vj) are remarked as eij and wij for brevity. To charac-
terize the structure of complex networks, vertex measures are often used for their powerful
ability to describe topological features of networks. For vertex vi, its degree ki, weighted
degree kwi , clustering coefficient ci and weight distribution difference ywi are defined as
follows.

ki =
∑
eij∈E

1 (1)

The degree of vi corresponds to the number of edges attached to vi.

kwi =
∑
eij∈E

wij (2)

The weighted degree of vi is the sum of weights of edges attached to vi.

ci =

∑
eim∈E,ein∈E,emn∈E 1

ki(ki − 1)/2
(3)

The clustering coefficient of vi corresponds to a ratio: the number of triangles including vi
to the number of possible triangles centered on vi. It can be interpreted as the probability
for an edge to exist between two randomly picked neighbors of vi.
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ywi =
∑
eij∈E

(wij/k
w
i )2 (4)

The weight distribution difference of vi describes the effect of the difference of edge weight
distribution around vi on the vertex itself.

Based on vertex measures defined above, the corresponding network measures are de-
fined as follows.

k =
1

n

∑
vi∈G

ki (5)

The average degree k of network G is the mean of degrees over all n vertexes in G. By
parity of reasoning, the average weighted degree, average clustering coefficient and average
weight distribution difference of network G can be defined as follows.

kw =
1

n

∑
vi∈G

kwi (6)

c =
1

n

∑
vi∈G

ci (7)

yw =
1

n

∑
vi∈G

ywi (8)

And the contrast of the measures defined in Equation 1∼4 over all n vertexes in G are
calculated as follows.

k̂ =
1

n

∑
vi∈G

k2i (9)

k̂w =
1

n

∑
vi∈G

(kwi )2 (10)

ĉ =
1

n

∑
vi∈G

c2i (11)

ŷw =
1

n

∑
vi∈G

(ywj )2 (12)

These statistical measures are used to form words of sub-networks at a later step.

3. Proposed Method. The proposed method contains three main steps, namely, com-
plex networks generation (3.1), texture signature generation using BoW-MSN (3.2) and
texture classification (3.3).
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3.1. Complex Networks Generation for Texture Representation. Image texture
is defined as a bi-dimensional structure of pixels. So in the first step of the proposed
method, an image I with m× n pixels and gray levels between 0 and 255 is modeled as a
network G(V,E), where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vm∗n} is the set of vertices such that each vertex
corresponds to one pixel and E = {evi,vj |i 6= j} is the set of edges. Two vertices vi and vj
are connected if the Euclidean distance of their corresponding pixels pi and pj is smaller
than r, namely, the connection radius.

In this stage, as shown in Figure 1 (b), the network presents a regular topology which
can not demonstrate the texture variation. Thus, it is necessary to transform this regular
network Gr into a series of complex networks Gr,th that have relevant properties for texture
analysis, where r is the connection radius and th is a weight threshold. A new complex
network is generated from the original regular one when its edges that have weight less
than th had been discarded. The edge weight wij can be calculated by:

wij =
1

255
|I(pi)− I(pj)| exp(−

d2pi,pj
2σr

) ∈ [0, 1] (13)

where dpi,pj is the Euclidean distance between pixels that correspond to vertexes vi and
vj, I(pi) ∈ [0, 255] is the intensity of pixel pi and σr ∝ r2 is the distance factor which
affects the changing speed of wij with dpi,pj .

And the strategy for edge discarding can be expressed as:

Eth = E−
⋃
e∈E

{e|w(e) ≤ th} (14)

The threshold affects directly the topology, and can result in networks with dense or
sparse connections, as shown in Figure 1 (c). Figure 2 shows two cases of samples from
the normalized Brodatz texture data set.

1
r 

2r 

8

r


(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Texture image (a) is represented as: (b) regular networks using
different r and (c) complex networks with different weight threshold th.

3.2. Texture Signature Generation using BoW-MSN. Texture signatures are gen-
erated using a Bag of Words of Multiscale Sub-Networks (BoW-MSN) method which
came originally from the ‘Bag of Words’ method applied to document categorization. Its
main idea is to represent documents with a histogram of words occurrence along the text.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 2. Real cases from textures to series of networks: (a) are 32× 32
down-sampled images of D43 (top row) and D71 (bottom row) of normal-
ized Brodatz texture data set; (b) and (c) are networks generated with
descending thresholds when r = 2; (d) and (e) are networks generated with
descending thresholds when r = 3.

The same idea is used in BoW-MSN. Instead of words literally, local features of complex
networks that mapped from texture images are used. Therefore, a sub-network word rep-
resents local measures of a region of vertexes with similar properties. Then a vocabulary
is build by clustering these sub-network words. At last, the texture signature of an image
is expressed as a histogram of words occurrence in the vocabulary. Thus the main steps
of BoW-MSN are word construction, vocabulary training and histogram generation.

• Sub-Network Word Construction

The proposed ‘sub-network word’ should contain local features of the network in dif-
ferent scales. Thus a multiscale network segmentation method is needed, which can not
only segment complex network into sub-networks that contain local information, but also
reveal the pattern of feature changing in different scales. Fortunately, a complex network
has been proved to consist of self repeating patterns on all length scales [21]. To unfold
the self-similar properties of a complex network on every length scale, Song et al. segment
the whole network using a ‘box covering’ method with different box size lB. As shown
in Figure 3, all vertices in a box are connected by a minimum distance smaller than the
given lB and thus formed a sub-network. In Figure 3, different sub-networks are marked
as different areas with dashed boundary. In this paper, we use the Maximum Excluded
Mass Burning (MEMB) [22] algorithm with different burning radius rB to implement ‘box
covering’ and therefore segment a complex network into sub-networks in different scales.
According to [22], lB = 2rB + 1. So we use rB as the ‘scale factor’ of sub-networks.

After a complex network Gr,th was segmented into sub-networks SGr,th,rB ,1, SGr,th,rB ,2,

..., SGr,th,rB ,i, ... with scale rB, each ‘sub-network word’
−→
ψ r,th,rB ,i is constructed by a

number of measurements defined in section 2. Different configurations with different

measurements are marked as the superscripts of
−→
ψ r,th,rB ,i as follows.

−→
ψ 1

r,th,rB ,i = {ki, ci, ywi , k̂i, ĉi, ŷwi } (15)
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(a) (b) (c)

l  = 2Bl  = 2B l  = 3Bl  = 3B

l  = 4Bl  = 4B

4 sub-networks 3 sub-networks 2 sub-networks

Figure 3. Demonstration of the ‘box covering’ method for different lB:
(a) lB = 2, (b) lB = 3 and (c) lB = 4.

−→
ψ 2

r,th,rB ,i = {ki, ci, ywi , k̂i, k̂wi , ŷwi } (16)

−→
ψ 3

r,th,rB ,i = {ki, kwi , ywi , k̂i, k̂wi , ŷwi } (17)

• Vocabulary Training

All the sub-network words
−→
ψ r,th,rB ,i with different r, th, rB of all texture images in

the training set converge into a bag of words. Then a k-means clustering algorithm
is performed in the bag to train a vocabulary. The algorithm is initialized randomly
and performs a clustering based on the Euclidean distance of the sub-network words
vectors, returning C = {C1, ..., Ck} centers corresponding to the sub-network words in
the vocabulary. With the centers, it is possible to assign an index i ∈ [1, k] to each sub-
network word that is not in the vocabulary by finding the nearest centers Ci. Thus, every
sub-network is labeled by an index.

• Histogram Generation

Any texture image can be expressed as a set of sub-networks with fixed indexes. We
then obtain the feature vector of the texture image by

−→χ = {h̃1, h̃2, ..., h̃k} (18)

where h̃i = hi/maxj∈[1,k](hj) is the normalized histogram of the index i.

3.3. Texture Classification. Our feature vector analysis is carried out by applying
a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to the data. In the classification, the Nearest
Neighbours classifier (NNC) is used. We have chosen a simple classifier rather than a
sophisticated one in order to highlight the importance of texture descriptors.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion.
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4.1. Experimental Data Sets. In order to evaluate the proposed method, the sig-
natures were calculated for appropriate configurations for texture classification. Three
texture data sets are used in this evaluation.

Outex TC10 [23]. This data set is used to evaluate the rotation invariance of algo-
rithms. It contains 24 classes of texture images captured under 9 rotation angles (0◦, 5◦,
10◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, and 90◦) and three different illuminations (horizon, inca, and
t184). There are 20 images with the resolution of 128× 128 for each rotation angle. The
20 images of illuminations “inca” with the resolution of 100 pdi and rotation angle 0◦ in
each class were adopted as the training data and the 160 images of other 8 rotation angles
are used for test. Figure 4 shows some sample images from Outex TC10 data set.

Figure 4. Samples from Outex TC10: the top row shows the same sample
with different rotation angles, and the bottom row shows samples from
different categories (0◦).

CUReT [24]. This data set is used to evaluate the illumination invariance of algo-
rithms. It contains 61 texture classes each with 92 selected images (200 × 200) under
different illumination direction. We randomly choose N texture images from each class
as training samples, while the remaining 92 − N images for test. Figure 5 shows some
sample images from CUReT data set.

Figure 5. Samples from CUReT: the top row shows samples from different
categories, and the bottom row shows the same samples under another
illumination.

UIUC [25]. This data set is used to evaluate performance of algorithms under the
condition of complex variations. It contains 25 classes with 40 images (640 × 480) each,
captured under varying viewpoints. We randomly choose N texture images from each
class as training samples, while the remaining 40 − N images for test. Figure 6 shows
some sample images from UIUC data set.
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Figure 6. Samples from UIUC: the top row shows samples from the same
category, and the bottom row shows the samples from different categories.

4.2. Parameter Evaluation. From section 3 we can learn that there are totally 5 key
parameters of the proposed method to be configured: the connection radius r, the distance
factor σr and the weight threshold th in the step of complex networks generation; the
burning radius rB in the step of sub-networks construction; and the index number k in
the step of vocabulary training. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the behavior of the
method concerning different configurations of these parameters.

• Parameters Configuration at the Step of Complex Networks Generation

When generating networks from texture images, an appropriate connection radius r
should firstly be configured. We set r depend on the size of the target image. Therefor, we
set r = 2 for Outex TC10 (128×128), r =

√
8 for CUReT (200×200) and r = 3 for UIUC

(640× 480). From Equation 13 we can learn that σr ∝ r2. In this paper, we set σr = 1
2
r2

in all situations. For the configuration of weight thresholds th, inspired by literature
[27], we use a similar strategy to select thresholds automatically. The different is that
we use the contrast of the degree and weighted degree distributions (two average curves)
instead of the energy of the degree distributions (one average curve) in [27] because the
the measures that used to construct the final sub-network words of the proposed method
are mainly based on the contrast of degree and weighted degree of sub-networks.

• Parameters Configuration at the Step of Sub-Networks Construction

The burning radius rB is the scale factor when a mapped complex network being seg-
mented into a number of sub-networks. We set this parameter empirically by evaluating
the final success rate of classification. Table 1 summarizes the results for 6 different sets
of scales (S1∼S6). To compose each set of multiscale burning radius rB, we considered
an initial scale (rB1), which is gradually increased by a scale ∆rB, until it achieves a
maximum scale (rBmax). For each set, we put local features in Equation 17 at all scales
together into a “bag” to train the vocabulary.

• Parameters Configuration at the Step of Vocabulary Training

We set k cluster centers when using the k-means algorithm during the stage of vocab-
ulary training. The clustering stops when it iterated 100 times or the error was less than
0.009. Thus, k descriptors in total to express a texture image. We set k empirically also
by evaluating the final success rate of classification. Table 2 summarizes the results for 5
different numbers of cluster centers.

4.3. Comparison With Other Methods. After evaluating different configurations, we
choose the parameters which lead to the best performance on the three data sets, namely,
Outex TC10, CUReT and UIUC. The proposed approach is compared with other well-
known descriptors: LBP [4], Circular Gabor [7], LTP [26], CLBP [5], Multi-scale GLCM
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Table 1. Results on three data sets for the proposed method for different
configurations of scales.

Set
Scales Success rate (%)

rB1 ∆rB rBmax Outex TC10 CUReT (46:46) UIUC (20:20)

S1 2 1 4 99.27 92.29 81.16
S2 3 1 5 94.78 96.16 78.38
S3 4 1 6 83.02 90.08 74.40
S4 2 2 6 96.33 89.72 90.93
S5 3 2 7 89.45 91.29 86.42
S6 4 2 8 76.17 86.48 80.84

Table 2. Results on three data sets for the proposed method for different
cluster centers.

k
Success rate (%)

Outex TC10 CUReT (46:46) UIUC (20:20)

50 98.31 94.87 86.33
100 99.27 96.16 90.77
200 99.14 94.47 90.93
500 98.86 93.98 88.56
1000 98.02 95.17 88.94

[3] and existing complex network based methods including Complex Networks (CN) [18],
Deterministic Walks on Complex Networks (DS+CN) [19] and Complex Network Descrip-
tors using Bag of Words Framework (BoW+CN) [20]. The results are shown in Table 3∼5.
The superscripts of the proposed BoW-MSN approach denote the corresponding configu-
rations in Equation 15∼17.

• Performance Evaluation

In the first experiment, Outex TC10 data set is used to evaluate the rotation invariance
of algorithms. The results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Texture classification results (%) achieved by proposed and other
well-known descriptors on Outex TC10 data set. Top 3 results of each data
set are in bold and the best one is in underline & bold.

Method Success rate (%) Method Success rate (%)

LBP 98.15 CN 89.67
C-Gabor 81.42 DW+CN 90.08
LTP 98.64 BoW+CN 85.47
M-GLCM 89.45 BoW-MSN2 98.35
CLBP 99.45 BoW-MSN3 99.27

In the second experiment, CUReT data set is used to evaluate the illumination invari-
ance of algorithms. The results under the conditions of different numbers of training and
test samples are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Texture classification results (%) achieved by proposed and other
well-known descriptors on CUReT data set. Top 3 results of each data set
are in bold and the best one is in underline & bold.

Method
Success rates (%)

46:46 41:51 37:55 32:60 28:64 23:69

LBP 94.20 93.82 93.03 91.51 88.44 83.63
C-Gabor 79.09 78.54 77.76 76.21 74.05 70.33
LTP 92.66 92.03 91.21 89.92 87.81 85.15
M-GLCM 86.91 86.38 85.65 84.01 80.33 74.20
CLBP 97.33 97.09 96.43 95.42 93.85 91.77

CN 87.39 87.01 86.49 85.22 82.03 76.46
DW+CN 91.23 90.76 90.00 88.86 86.67 82.91
BoW+CN 82.06 81.71 81.17 80.43 79.31 77.67
BoW-MSN1 91.01 90.83 90.52 89.93 89.01 87.67
BoW-MSN2 93.37 93.15 92.80 92.28 91.50 90.25
BoW-MSN3 96.16 95.98 95.72 95.23 94.41 93.05

In the third experiment, UIUC data set is used to evaluate performance of algorithms
under the condition of complex variations. The results of different numbers of training
and test samples are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Texture classification results (%) achieved by proposed and other
well-known descriptors on UIUC data set. Top 3 results of each data set
are in bold and the best one is in underline & bold.

Method
Success rates (%)

20:20 19:21 18:22 17:23 16:24 15:25

LBP 79.01 78.47 77.55 76.18 74.31 71.94
C-Gabor 72.02 71.76 70.92 69.58 67.33 63.74
LTP 82.34 82.08 81.67 81.11 80.21 79.10
M-GLCM 81.72 81.01 79.55 77.25 73.67 68.81
CLBP 91.19 90.83 90.29 89.60 88.67 87.42

CN 78.73 78.33 77.42 76.01 73.77 70.21
DW+CN 80.10 79.73 79.00 77.57 75.09 71.03
BoW+CN 76.29 75.99 75.45 74.65 73.37 71.55
BoW-MSN1 83.16 82.98 82.64 82.15 81.37 80.33
BoW-MSN2 87.50 87.23 86.79 86.19 85.26 84.02
BoW-MSN3 90.93 90.67 90.23 89.65 88.78 87.58

• Discussion

From the distribution of data in bold in Table 3∼5 we can learn that both CLBP and
proposed BoW-MSN descriptors achieve good performance in all tests. LTP and LBP
do well with sufficient training data but present a significant drop when training samples
were reduced. On the contrary, the proposed BoW-MSN descriptors performs well with
a few training samples thanks to the multiscale local information that it used. A texture
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image was segmented into parts in several ways by different scales (as shown in Figure 3),
which can be considered as a method to add training samples.

When compared with other traditional vertex degree based complex network descrip-
tors (CN, DW+CN and BoW+CN), the proposed BoW-MSN descriptors present a excel-
lent texture discrimination thanks to the new networks generation method (Equation 13,
Equation 14) and the usage of more comprehensive measures defined in Equation 7, Equa-
tion 8, Equation 11 and Equation 12. In the case of using a same Bag of Words framework,
BoW-MSN descriptors win out overcoming BoW+CN descriptors because the multiscale
sub-networks we used keep the information of local structure which is very important to
texture analysis.

5. Conclusion. In this work, a novel method for texture classification was proposed. A
multiscale segmentation method for complex networks has been used to form the local
features of textures. A BoW-MSN approach has then been used to build the final global
feature for each texture image. Results show that the proposed method overcomes tra-
ditional methods in challenging databases and also maintains a competitive advantage in
the situation of a few training samples for widely used cases.

As future works, we intend to use more effective statistical frameworks such as Soft Cod-
ing Feature model to fuse local texture information. Besides, a multiresolution analysis
should be explored in the context of complex network based approaches.
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